NIHF members can enjoy
the all new BRITA VIVREAU FILL filtered water dispensing
unit*
with 20 free glass swing bottles 750ml and the first service free of charge
Leasing option also available

New design Brita Vivreau Fill offers sustainable drinking water solution for
hotels, restaurants, and offices

As the hospitality sector considers the challenge around meeting Carbon Budgets, finding ways of reducing carbon emissions
will be paramount. One area to consider when looking at carbon outputs is to reduce the amount of single use plastic bottles at
meetings, events and across all areas of banqueting in hotels and restaurants. Brita, distributed in Ireland by REL Group, has
launched Brita Vivreau Fill, a powerful mains fed bottling system which allows for a dramatic reduction in single use plastic
bottles throughout this sector. To mark the launch, NIHF members can avail of a special offer of 20% off a Brita Vivreau Fill unit
and 20 free glass swing bottles.
Sustainability is at the heart of Brita Vivreau Fill. Simply making the switch from single-use plastic to a mains-fed water cooler is
a great way to go green and save money. For example, switching100 customers who each drink 1 litre of water a day from
single use plastic bottled water, would instantly eliminate 506kg of plastic bottle waste per year. The ability for a business to
use their own water source, avoid transportation and delivery charges makes a positive difference to operational costs and
allows for a reduction in their carbon footprint.
With Italian design and German engineering, the Brita Vivreau Fill boasts some innovative features including TwinFilling which
lets two bottles or glasses fill simultaneously and SmoothFinishing portion control meaning glasses and bottles fill without
overflowing or supervision.
The dispense unit offers a range of ambient, still and sparkling water options and as hygiene
has taken on even greater prominence in a covid environment, Brita Vivreau Fill is equipped
with Thermal Gate, a thermal disinfection feature which means the dispense tap is
automatically heated to over 125¨C at regular intervals to ensure protection against any
contamination from external sources without the use of chemicals.

Brita dispense and filtration products are distributed, installed and serviced exclusively in
Ireland by Co. Carlow based REL Group.

Offer Ts&Cs

•
•
•
•

Installation not included in 20% discount
Maintenance contract required to guarantee 2-year warranty on unit
Promo ends 30th June 2022
To avail, just email sales@relgroup.ie, mention the offer & mention that you are a NIHF member

